Evoked potentials from passive elbow movements. II. Modification by motor intent.
Subjects were instructed to remain passive or to react to a forearm perturbation by opposing the imposed movement. Evoked potentials (EPs) were recorded at 8 scalp sites in both conditions. In the React condition, reflexes were observed in the EMG (mean onsets of 67 and 81 msec) and the EP was modified. Source derivation techniques revealed that the earliest cortical response (31 msec) across the central sulcus was not changed. Therefore the intention to react did not seem to affect afferent transmission to the primary sensorimotor cortex. Two periods of modulation were observed. In both, parietal and frontal potentials were modulated together, prior to the reflex components. After 70 msec, the pattern of potential gradients which occurred in the Passive case was accelerated and intensified in the React condition. The overall effect was to focus a larger zone of negativity over motor cortex at the time of triggered EMG output (109 msec). The earlier changes in cortical activity could be causally related to the appearance of the late stretch reflex. Since parietal and frontal areas were principally involved and not the motor area, it is suggested that the former exert a modulatory influence on spinal and brain-stem reflex centres.